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U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION I

Report No. 84-15

Docket No. 50-410

License No. CPPR-112 Priority -- Category A

Licensee: Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation
300 Erie Boulevard
Syracuse, New York 13202

Facility Name: Nine Mile Point, Unit 2

Inspection At: Scriba, New York

Inspection Conducted: September 10 - November 2, 1984

Inspectors: . WtB4 <w M- />//
R f A ramm Resident Irdpector date

f ad? Gem & A->b/ W
W.Af to' V esident 14spector dateo
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L.T90oeryf1 bin, Senior // date
Resident Inspector

Approved by: )nnLLL|dO) |11Y1 11n 1814|fr4
S.J. Collins, Chief, Reactof ' dhte
Projects Section 2C, DPRP

Inspection Summary:

Inspection on September 10-November 2, 1984
(Report No.50-410/84-15)

Areas Inspected: Routine inspection by the resident inspector of work activi-
ties, procedures and records relative to allegations; Quality First Program;
electrical separation; containment penetrations; licensee corrective action
requests; and diesel generator modification. The inspectors also reviewed
licensee action on previously identified items and performed plant inspection
tours. The inspection involved 202 hours by the inspectors.

Results: No violations were identified.
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DETAILS

1. Project Organizations

Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation (NMPC)

Stone and Webster Engineering Corporation (SWEC)

General Electric Company (GE)

ITT-Grinnell Industrial Piping, Inc. (ITT)

Johnson Controls, Inc. (JCI)

Reactor Controls, Inc. (RCI)

2. Plant Inspection Tours

The inspector observed work activities in progress, completed work, and
plant status in several areas during general inspection tours as noted
below. Work was examined for any obvious defects or noncompliance with
regulatory requirements or license conditions. Particular note was taken
of the presence of quality control inspectors and quality control evidence
such as inspection records material identification, nonconforming material
identification, housekeeping and equipment preservation. The inspector
interviewed craft personnel, supervision, and quality inspection personnel
in the work areas.

The inspector was informed that NMPC QA had initiated a hardware-

reinspection program. The ongong reinspection will gather additional
data to determine the extent of deficiencies within the QC accepted
large bore pipe supports and raceways. The inspector will monitor
subsequent reinspection activities.

The inspector identified two pieces of structural steel that had been-

disassembled. The beam markings were F6396 and D7162. The licensee
ascertained that neither beam had been previously inspected and
therefore a Rework Control Form was not needed for the connection
disassembly.

The inspector reviewed in process installation activites for small-

bore pipe welding. He identified that 2EGF-004-71-3 FWO25 and
2EGF-001-76-3 FW3 were being fabricated in accordance with the SWEC
quality program.

The inspector witnessed the termination of Class IE cables 25WPBYC308-

and 25WP0YC308 at The Remote Shutdown Panel. The cables were termi-
nated in accordance with the cable termination wiring diagram.
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In process installation activities were witnessed for JCI instrument-

; tubing support BZ-489-DD-1.

. The inspector witnessed megger operations on PGCC cables. The Measuring--

'i H^ and Test Equipment (M&TE) was properly calibrated. The work operations'

'.W3: ft' were directed by Engineering and Design Coordination Report (E&DCR) 44593,

/,Y and GE instruction KG1-3054. The QC inspector had a copy of the appli-
s cable _ QA inspection plan N20E062AFA062.

The~ efectrolyte level was eaamined for selected Division I battery cells.p. --

~' ' The level was observed to be within the appropriate tolerances.

The inspector witnessed an electrical test of a relay. Calibrated M&TE- -

.a numbers 2986291 and 137143283 were utilized. The test engineer performed
the test in accordance with test procedure, EE. GENE.021, " Electrical Test,

!'''
'

',rocedure/ Protective Relay Setting and Testing.";

, Th'e inspector reviewed tie JCI lead auditor certification packages. He-

c'etected that'one lead auditor had been certified without having performed
a nuclear quality assurance audit. The licensee issued Corrective Action

'
R,equest 84.150 to document this concern.

The NMPCfresponse to IE Bulletin 82-04 was reviewed. The licensee had-

stated that. Bunker Ramo electrical penetrations would not be used at the
Nine Mile Point 2 site. The inspector then examined the Excluded Equip-.

ment List and could not find reference to Bunker Ramo penetration<

.*
assemblies. Thr. licensee has committed to review the current Excluded<-

''
~

m3x Equipment List against similar NRC commitments for consistency.
"1 i (84-15-01).

'

o
es

'

The inspector was notified that other construction sites in Region I had-

, ' < reported >50.55(e) conditions for GE supplied Topaz inverters. The
inverters typically supply 24 V DC instrument power for emergency core

* cooling systems. GE had issued a Part 21 report which described the in-
: correct adjustment'of'the low input voltage setpoints. The inspector

.ascertB ned that the licensee had received the GE notification. This
.l ' ; deficisn'cy was subsequently reported as a potential construction3

deficiency 84-00-52. The inspetor had no further questions on this
item. t '>a. .., .'h i '*

!$ .j The inspetor was informed.that ASCO scram pilot solenoid valves had
' 'O' failed at the Susc;uehanna tinit 1 facility.- He was informed that GE has

issued a Field Disposition Instruction (FDI)' 66-31263 which directs the
replacement of the disc holder assembly wlth a Viton material. This
replacement will ensure that a high temperature failure will not reoccur.
The inspector had no further questions.p

,,' No violations were identified in these areas.,,
"
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3. Licensee Action on Previously Identified Items

a. (Closed) POTENTIAL CONSTRUCTION DEFICENCY REPORT: Breakdown of
Graver Quality Assurance (QA) program. On January 20, 1978 the NRC
was informed of potential construction deficiency involving the
Graver Tank and Manufacturing Company QA program. The report was
withdrawn by NMPC letter dated February 21, 1978. SWEC vendor QA had
identified numerous unsatisfactory findings at Graver. A review of
the findings indicated that they were generated over a long period of
time. Repair work on two electrical penetrations, that were
presented to SWEC QA as complete, was controlled by Graver QA
planners. All of the SWEC identified deficiencies were corrected,
and a series of eleven vendor QA inspections identified no adverse
conditions. The inspector concurs with the licensee handling of this
issue under the requirements of 10 CFR 50.55(e). Tnis item is closed.

b. (Closed) UNRESOLVED (79-02-01): Review of record i.urnover from
Graver Tank and Manufacturing Company (Graver) to Chicago Bridge and
Iron Company (CB&I). The inspector reviewed the SWEC logs which
correlate Graver and CB&I records to specific welds and other
installation activities. SWEC defined the CB&I scope of work based
upon completed Graver activities. SWEC has developed weld installa-
tion data reports to identify completed weldments and the associated
contractor records. SWEC verified that qualified welders were utilized
and that appropriate weld examination was performed. The inspector
reviewed NMPC Surveillance Report (SR) M-84-202. The surveillance
covered the adequacy of the Graver and CB&I records through a
Mil-Standard sampling plan. The sampling plan was found to be
acceptable. The inspector determined that sufficient reviews have
been performed by NMPC and SWEC to assure that the requisite Graver
documentation was received. This item is closed.

c. (Closed) CONSTRUCTION DEFICIENCY REPORT (82-00-01): Improperly
assembled Limitorque motor operators. Vibration aging and dynamic
load testing of Limitorque models SMB-0-25 and SMB-00-5 revealed
excessive limit switch chatter and broken limit switch rotors. The
motor operator failures were determined to have resulted from loose
mounting screws. The inspector reviewed Electrical Test Procedure
ED. GENE.014, " Motor Operated Valves" Revision 0. The test procedure
incorporated measures to correct the Limitorque deficiencies. The
inspector was informed that no testing has been conducted to date in
accordance with procedure ED. GENE.014. Site Limitorque motor
operators will be inspected to assure that the mounting hardware is
adequately torqued and that necessary adjustments are performed in
accordance with the manufacturer recommendations. This item is
closed.

d. (Closed) CONSTRUCTION DEFICIENCY REPORT (82-00-02): Defective lube
oil strainer basket used in Emergency Diesel Generators (EDG). The
EDG supplier, Cooper Energy Services, determined.through performance

_ _ _ _ _ _. _ ._ _ _ _.
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testing that the lube oil strainer basket liner could disintegrate
and cause a catastrophic bearing failure. Cooper subsequently
re-designed the luba oil strainer basket liner and notified the
licensee that the original item should be replaced with the upgraded
liner. The inspector reviewed Noncanformance and Disposition (N&D)
report 4323; SWEC control drawings 2EGS*EG1-CDB and 2EGS*EG3-CDB; and
associated SWEC QC documentation. The inspector verified that the
replacement liner basket was properly installed in the Cooper
supplied EDGs. This item is closed.

e. (0 pen) CONSTRUCTION DEFICIENCY REPORT (82-00-09): High Pressure Core
Spray (HPCS) diesel generator environmental and seismic qualifica-
tion. The inspector reviewed the following documents that pertain to
electrical equipment qualification: Regulatory Guides 1.9, 1.89 and
1.108; FSAR table 1.8-1; IEEE 344-1971 and IEEE 323-1971; GE speci-
fications 21A9236CB and 21A9236.

The inspector examined correspondence from Morrison-Knudsen to GE
regarding-high ambient temperature exposure performance of products
similar to the HPCS diesel generator. He requested the licensee to
ascertain the specific diesel for which tha operational temperature
exposure exceeded 120 F. The inspector additionally requested the
licensee to investigate the reason that GE specification 21A9236
requirements for vibration monitoring / recording were not adhered to
by the diesel supplier. This item' remains open.

f. (Closed) CONSTRUCTION DEFICIENCY REPORT (82-00-11): Seismic and
environmental qualification of control room equipmer;t. The inspector
reviewed NMPC Nonconformance Report'(NR) 51 which documented the
failure of GE to have sufficient documentation to support seismic and
environmental qualification of seventeen control room devices. The
licensee was provided with further documentation by GE to substan-
tiate that the seventeen devices were either qualified in accordance
with the appropriate IEEE document, replaced with a qualified' device,
reclassified as non-IE devices, or qualified by similarity. This
item is closed.

g. (Closed) FOLLOWUP ITEM (82-03-05): Application of risk release
pregrim. The inspector was informed that SWEC procedure QCI/FN2-
8S15.3-010 " Risk Release of Nonconforming / Unsatisfactory Equipment
and Material" has been superseded by QS 15.3. He reviewed SWEC
Quality Standard (QS) 15.3 and ANSI N45.2.2 and found the criteria
for conditional release to be consistent. The inspector further
reviewed the final disposition to risk releases 0093,0094,0105 and
0125 and found no discrepancies. This item is closed.

h. (Closed) FOLLOWUP ITEM (82-05-01): Discrepancies in the Heating,
Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) ductwork inspection program.
The inspector reviewed the following inspection plans and procedures:

- , _ . - , _ . . . ,-
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QA Inspection Plan, N2QCIPSUFB001, "In Process Surveillance of--

Construction Activities", Revision C

QA Inspection Plan, N20P413LFA001, " Ventilation and Air Condi---

tioning System Ductwork", Revision E

QC Instruction 10.08, " Surveillance Inspections", Revision 0--

The in process surveillance plan has been revised to reflect that
handling and storage inspections are conducted on monthly intervals.
The inspector was informed that SWEC inspectors have received addi-
tional training with respect to HVAC duct installation, cleanliness
criteria and location inspection requirements. The inspector ascer-
tained that QAD 7.11, " Sampling Inspection" is no longer applicable
to HVAC Components. The Category I HVAC systems will receive 100
percent QC inspection coverage. The inspector determined that the
HVAC inspection program changes have provided the necessary clari-
fication and guidance on the appropriate program conduct. This item
is closed.

1. (0 pen) UNRESOLVED (83-01-07): Nondestructive examination of ASME
Class 1 pipe supports. The inspector interviewed ITT personnel who
stated that additional full-fillet weld geometries remain to be
evaluated to ascertain if meaningful radiographic or ultrasonic
techniques can be used. Additionally, the NRC requires further
clarification regarding the engineering definition of meaningful
examination results. This item remains open.

j. (Closed) FOLLOWUP ITEM (83-02-02): Tension monitoring requirements
for manual cable pulls. The inspector reviewed Engineering and
Design Coordination Report (E&DCR) C01384 and verified that engineer-
ing provided the requirements for tension monitoring on manual cable
pulls. The inspector noted that these requirements were included in
the Electrical Installation Specification E061A and Quality Assurance
Inspection Plan No. N20E061AFA025, respectively. The inspector also
reviewed E&DCR's FC0996, C02180, and CO2216 and noted that the
licensee identified 331 Class IE cables which were pulled prior to
promulgating the manual cable pull tension monitoring requirements.
For each of these cables the licensee is performing a conductor
resistance measurement test using a Kelvin Bridge, in addition to the
normal insulation testing, to verify that the cables were not damaged
during installation. The inspector reviewed the log used to track
the performance of the conductor resistance testing and several

~

quality control inspection reports to verify that the licensee is-
performing the required test on those cables identified in E&DCR
F00996 and that a completed inspection report was available for
each cable tested. The inspector found the licensee's action
adequate. This item is closed.

, . _ _ . . _ _ - . _ _ _
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k. (0 pen) FOLLOWUP ITEM (83-04-01): Closure of NMPC QA Surveillance
Reports (SR's) and Nonconformance Reports (NR's). The inspector
reviewed NMPC Corrective Action Request (CAR), which documented all
open NMPC surveillance reports and nonconformance reports. The CAR
was closed on the basis that the identified deficiencies were either
closed out or escalated for management attention. The inspector
reviewed selected SRs and NRs for proper closure. He found inade-
quate basis to substantiate the closure of NR-263, SR 83-1687 and SR
83-1520. The SRs were amended to provide the justification for
closure. The inspector was informed that NMPC audit 4 identified
numerous problems with the closure of site deficiency documents.
This item remains open pending licensee verification that site
generated deficiency documents, generated prior to QAP section 19
have been properly closed.

1. (Closed) UNRESOLVED ITEM (83-05-01): Licensee to review procurement
documentation requirements for unistrut stainless steel clamps. The
inspector reviewed Engineering ana Design Coordination Report (E&DCR)
No. F0ll89 and Specification M070A to verify that the licensee had
reinstated the Certificate of Compliance requirements for unistrut
stainless steel clamps. The inspector also reviewed Quality Assur-
ance Inspection Report No. X3001290 and Nonconformance and Disposi-
tion Report No. 5941 and noted that the Certificate of Compliance was
obtained for the clamps purchased ur. der procurement document
FPO-17739. The inspector also noted that, in response to this item,
the licensee: determined that this was the only shipment of clamps
received while the documentation requirements were deleted: notified
all lead engineers of the requirements for procurement of QA Category
I non-engineered items;and performed a review of all erection spect-
fications to assure that non engineered items have adequate
documented evidence of quality. Based on discussions with purchasing
and quality control personnel and a review of Quality Assurance
Inspection Plan No. N20QAD77FA001, " Receiving Inspection, General, "
the inspector noted that both departments review purchase documents
against the specification to ensure that the. proper documentation
requirements have been established, and that material received
without the required documentation is rejected. This item is
closed.

.m. (Closed) FOLLOWUP ITEM (84-11-01): -Generic classification of ITT
erected NF supports as linear supports. The inspector reviewed SWEC
Engineering Mechanics Divisien Memoranda (EMDM) 82-34. " Analysis of
Linear Type Supports (Subsection NF ASME III)"; EMDM 82-37, " Box
Frame Restraints "; and EMDM 32-39," Fillet Weld Design Criteria for
Pipe Stpports." He examined the design calculations for support
BZ-71AK-2. The inspecter was informed that SWEC des 19s programs are
founded on the linear elastic theory. This item is closed as ade-
quate design control measures exist to ensure that'ITT erected a

supports are of the linear type with the exception of those identi-
fied on Engineering and Design Coordination Report (E&DCR) P01211.

. . _ . - __ , . _ . _ . ._ __ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ __ _ _ - .
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n. (Closed) UNRESOLVED (83-11-02): Verification of cable tray fill
requirements. The inspector examined SWEC design program Electrical
Cable Schedule Information System (ECSIS) for assurance that maximum
cable diameters are utilized to determine tray fill. The inspector
was presented E&DCR C02680 which prohibited the protrusion of cables
outside the cable tray side, the QC inspection plan was amended
accordingly. This item is closed.

o. (0 pen) UNRESOLVED (84-02-05): Licensee to develop Quality Assurance
audit schedule. The inspector reviewed Quality Assurance Procedure
19.05, " Audits," Revision 0, and verified that the licensee has
establ%hed a program for performing and reporting audit activities
on i s contractors and within the Quality Assurance Department. The
procadure requires all applicable quality program elements of active
site contractors be audited at least annually and the inspector veri-
fied that the licensee has developed an annual audit schedule.
However, based on discussions with licensee personnel, the inspector
noted that the licensee has yet to determine all the applicable
quality program elements of the contractors. In addition, the
inspector noted that, due to manpower shortages and unscheduled
audits, the licensee has fallen behind on developing audit checklists
and performing the scheduled audits. This item will be examined
during a future inspection to verify implementation of the scheduled
audit program, including the determination of the applicable quality
program elements and the development of the audit checklists. This
item remains open.

p. (Closed) UNRESOLVED (84-09-07): Nondestructive Examination (NDE) of
electrical penetration assembly Z-216 welds. The inspector examined
the Chicago Bridge and Iron (CB&I) weld logbook. He ascertained that
the spot radiography was not required for the embedment to liner
plate welds as the welder was within the forty foot interval. The
logbook has been added to the QA plant files. This' item is closed.

q. (0 pen) VIOLATION (Inspection Report 84-06): Inspection Report 84-06
issued five notices of violation. The licensee responded by letter
dated July 30, 1984 which detailed planned corrective and preventive
actions. The licensee response has been accepted and tha implemented
actions will be examined during a future inspection.

r. (0 pen) VIOLATION (Inspection Report 84-09): Inspection Report 84-09
issued two notices of violation. The licensee responded by letter
dated September 7, 1984 which detailed planned corrective and pre-
ventive actions. The licensee response has been accepted and the
implemented actions will be examined during a future inspection.

s. (0 pen) VIOLATION (Inspection Report 84-11): Inspection Report 84-11
issued two notices of violation. The licensee responded by letter
dated October 9, 1984 which detailed planned corrective and preven-
tive actions. Aciditional corrective action has been requested to

i

I
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to ensure that. engineering direction promulgated by design citanges
are sufficiently detaiied to enable the field forces to erect and

inspect the associated installations. The reviewed E&DCRs provided
ambiguous and incomplete design information. The burden for E&DCR
review for completeness is an engineering responsibility and cannot
be transferred to the craft.

(Closed) UNRESO_VEDimproprieties within(the84-13-01): Allegation 84-A-0098 regardingt.

conduct of JCI activities. The followinq
concerns were reviewed by the inspector.

(1) Weld toes are vibroetched which is not allowed by AWS - The
inspector reviewed JCI weld procedures WPS-1 and WPS-101C. No
prohibitions were identified for vibroetching of weld toes. He
reviewed AWA D1.1 section 3.8.2 which stated that lightweight
vibrating tools can be used on welds for removal of slag and
spatter and that such useage is not considered to be
vibroetching. SWEC engineering evaluated the use of vibroetch
tuols thet use 0.01 inch Tungsten radius tips and determined
that an insignificant amount of cold working is imparted to the
metal. The AWS code does not preclude the use of vibroetch tools
on weldments and SWEC engineering found that no detrimental
effects are imparted to the materials, this concern is resolved.

(2) No~ quantitative measurements are made of tube steel sections
after a shim weld is removed - The inspector reviewed JCI pro-
cedures QAS 1005, " Fabrication and Installation Procedure" and
QAS-1007, " Weld Repair and Welded Item Replacement." Procedure
QAS-1005 section 5.9.26 limits the removal of excessive amounts
of base material by grinding. Procedure QAS-1007 provides the
method to build up the removal cavity of base material. The
inspector examined JCI Inspection Surveillance Reports (ISR's)
5517, 5599, 5447, 5683 and 5792. The ISRs documented that
removal areas are checked for excessive base material grinding
effects. Hold points are assigned for shim removal areas for QC
inspection. Based upon adequate procedural control and
implementation via field inspections, this concern is resolved.

(3) Uncontrolled weld rod in the plant - The alleger had identified
instances of uncontrolled weld wire within the Reactor Building
on ISR 5600. The ISR was closed by JCI as the wire could not be
traced to JCI activities. NRC inspection 83-18 and routine
resident inspection have identified problems with uncontrolled
welding electrodes within the plant. NMPC QA has an open
Corrective Action Request (CAR) 104 documenting the problems. s

Project management has at'empted to locate and collect all
pieces of uncontrolled weld wire witho d success as evidenced by
the resident identification of uncontrolled weld wire
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at elevation 196 within the Reactor Building. All welders have.

been instructed to police their work areas and to return all
unconsumed and partially consumed weld wire _at the end of their

' work shift. Procedures are in effect to insure that weld
material requisition is controlled and inspection reports docu-,

_. ment- the type / heat / lot identification of consumed weld wire.
1- Plant walkdowns have been conducted to pick up any discarded

welding rods. This concern is currently being addressed on a
i site wide. basis and an open QA deficiency document identifies

the site 3 problem. The licensee is implementing measures to
; rectify this concern.

1
(4) WPS'808 does not address backing gas flow - The inspector

reviewed ASME IX OW-256 which states that backing gas flow rate
.

is a nonessential variable. While flow is a variable to be' #

specified within the welding procedure, it is not necessary to
requalify upon a change in flow rate. He reviewed JCI WPS-808
revision 4 which stated that backing gas. flow rate was tc be

! .provided as required. NMPC-QA has issued CAR 84-131 to document
| that WPS-808 doe's not contain quantitative limits on the backing

gas flow rate'. JCI has committed to revise WPS-808 to address-
~

ASME IX QW408.5.'This concern has been. documented by the:

licensee. >

,

t (5) Instrumen_t tubing has been burned through during socket welding
'

- The inspector reviewed JCI specification C081A and found that.
L internal weld inspections were,not. required to be performed.

He further reviewed JCI procedure QAS-1101, " Visual Weld Inspec-
tion" and concluded that the described inspection criteria could
not be performed for ID. tube inspections. The inspector
reviewed inspection' records for welds K056FW18, K057FWlB and
K058FWlB.~ The weld inspection for which'the alleger had con
cerns, had been found-satisfactory-by a JCI QC supervisor and'

; the JCI:Autharized Nuclear Inspector. The QC Supervisor sta_ted
that minor filing had been~ performed on the weld ID but that the-

_
_

condition was' acceptable without having been filed. The inspec-
~

tor was informed that four weld coupons of typical ~ tubing welds
had.been made and subsequently sectioned. One weld was made at.

_

amperages above that specified by WPS 808, such that a worst4

case condition could be achieved.' :The~ internal surface was
-examined by SWEC engineering.. SWEC found that while minor burn-
through-had occurred, that the condition was. insignificant and

. = would not affect:the weld integrity or functionabili_ty of the
- tubing line. The ~1nspector examined the welds.and agrees. that ~.
the observed conditions are not detrimental.to'the' system per-

iformance. "This concern is resolved as there are no code-~or-
specification requirements to examine the ID,:and because

~

' duplicated field conditions do not represent a condition that.is;

detrimental to system performance.'

i

,
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(6) Scrap material is not color coded in a consistent manner -The
inspector reviewed ANSI N45.2.2, Construction Site Instruction
(CSI) 12.1, CSI 20.1, and JCI procedure QAS-902, "Identifica-
tion and Control of Material." No specific requirements are
defined for color coding, however material should be segregated
as necessary. The inspector was informed that SWEC has changed
the site procedures to require scrap material to be color coded.
JCI has been assigned the color yellow for scrap. He was
further informed that field craft have received interim guidance

.

on the use of the yellow paint to denote scrap material and that
QAS-902 has been revised accordingly.

This concern is resolved as JCI fabrication. procedures necessi--

tate the control of installed material through hard marking and
that site /JCI procedures have been modified to require color
coding of scrap material.

(7) Welding process'not checked with amperage probes - The. inspector-
was informed that JCI has three operable ammeters. He
verified that the equipment was' properly calibrated. He
reviewed JCI ISRs 5282, 5283, 5284, 5335, 5865, 5767 and 6032
for assurance that the ammeters are utilized to verify that-
welding is accomplished in accordance with the weld procedures.
The inspector was informed that NMPC-QA will require'QAS-1105 to
be revised to specifically identify;the need to perform ammeter:
surveillance. This item is resolved'as calibrated equipment has
been'used to perform surveillances with. amperage probes.

(8) Inadequate engineering training -.The inspector reviewed JCI
QAS-201, " Introduction and Training of'Non QA/QC' Personnel Per-
forming Activities Affecting Quality." .He further. reviewed
training matrices for engineering personnel. Training-is
required -for the' JCI site . specification; ASME section III; ANSI-
B31.1 and JCI procedures. .The inspector discussed the training-
program with the engineering manager and reviewed engineering
training records. This item is resolved as an adequate' training
program has been implemented for JCI engineering personnel.

.(9) Lack of in process hold points for QC- surveillan::e - The inspec-
tor reviewed-AWS D1.1;. Specification C081A;-JCI procedures
QAS-1101 and QAS-1105. The JCI procedures specify surveillance
of weld rod control, procurement document control, use of cali-
brated equipment, tube installation, and temporary supports.
Planner packages were reviewed for QC inspection of weld fit
ups. The inspector. reviewed JCI.in process surveillance

'

inspection reports. . Instrument. tubing socket welds have a fit up -
inspection rate of 'over 33% and AWS welds have a fit up inspec-
tion rate of over 500 This item is resolved as the JCI program

-
,
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has incorporated designated inprocess hold points and provides
for supplemental surveillance inspection of in process acti-
vities.

(10) QC does not provide 100% coverage of material traceability
transfer during cutting operations - The inspector reviewed
10 CFR 50 Appendix B; ANSI N45.2 and N45.2.8; and JCI procedures
QAS-902, QAS-1101 and QAS-1105. No regulatory requirements
exist to mandate that 100% QC coverage of material code transfer
be accomplished. The JCI program provides for a surveillance of
this activity. The inspector reviewed JCI surveillance reports
and determined that QC does verify on a surveillance basis that
heat numbers are transferred. JCI procedure QAS-902 requires
that the markings be transferred prior to cutting. During the
fabrication process, during the visual inspection of welds, the
heat numbers of the base material are documented and verified to
be acceptable material. This item is resolved as there is no
requirement to check 100% of the transfers and an adequate
surveillance program is in place.

(11) Welders are issued several types of weld filler metal simultan-
eously - The inspector reviewed specification 7201 and QAS-904,
" Weld Material Control." Specification 7201 prohibits the dis-
bursement of multiple types of filler material at one time to a
welder. The inspector examined in process JCI welding opera-
tions and did not detect this type of problem. The inspector
also examined weld rod requisition slips at a JCI rod issue
station and did not identify the issuance of multiple types of
material at one time. This item is resolved.

(12) Argon gas flow meters are not provided with instructions -The
licensee determined that JCI personnel were unclear as .to the.
proper method to read the flow meters. JCI immediately conduc-
ted a training session at which time the QC personnel were
instructed as to how to read the flow meters. The licensee-
determined that the flow rates were held between 10 and 30 cubic
feet / hour. This item is resolved as JCI has provided training
on how to properly read the flow meters.

(13) Access list to document vault not enforced - The inspector
reviewed ANSI N45.2.9 and JCI QAS-1801. He verified that only
authorized personnel are to enter the vault area. An access
list was posted outside the JCI vault. The inspector was in-
formed that neither SWEC nor NMPC surveillance had detected
problems with unauthorized entry. This item is resolved on the
basis that JCI has instituted adequate measures to prevent
unauthorized personnel from entering the vault.

_
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(14) Up to date procedures are not maintained in procedure books
-The inspector checked the QAS procedure revisions at three
field document stations. He ascertained that the correct pro-
cedures were filed._ The inspector was informed that SWEC and
NMPC surveillance had not detected problems with proper proce-
dure revision updates. This item is resolved as the current QAS
procedure books are maintained with the proper procedure,

revision.

(15) Welding procedures are not maintained at the welding location -
The inspector reviewed 10 CFR 50 Appendix B and the ANSI
standards. The welding procedures are required to be available
to the welders. The inspector verified the availability of
welding procedures at field stations. He interviewed welding
personnel and found them knowledgable on the location of the

i

welding procedures. The inspector was informed that SWEC sur- '

veillance had similarly found the welding procedures to be
available at the field work stations, foremen's boxes, construc-
tion offices, the JCI Fab Shop, QA trailer and engineering
trailer. This item is resolved as the welding procedures are
distributed to numerous locations such that personnel can refer
to them as necessary.

(16) In house audits are not performed - The inspector reviewed ANSI
N45.2.12 and N45.2.23; the JCI QA manual; and JCI procedures
QAS-1901 and QAS-1902. He reviewed the JCI audit schedule for '

1983 and 1984. The inspector was provided with JCI_ audits-
conducted during 1983 and 1984. This item is resolved as the
JCI audit program is defined and has been implemented by site
and corporate QA auditors.

(17) Portable rod cans are not energized - The insr,ector reviewed JCI
procedures QAS-904, QAS-1101 and QAS-1105. The procedures
define that surveillances are to be conducted in process for-
welding operations. He reviewed JCI surveillance reports which
document checks to ensure that the portable ovens are energized.
During NRC inspection report 84-06 an instance was identified in
which a portable oven was de-energized. In response to that
violation JCI provided training for all welders on proper rod
control measures. The inspector examined portable rod ovens in
use and found them to be properly energized. NRC inspection
report 84-13 documented another site contractor having failed to
maintain a portable oven energized. A stop work order was
placed on all site Category I welding. The site welders were
retrained on weld rod control. This item:is resolved as pro-
cedural controls are in place, that JCI welders have received
additional training in maintenance of field issued weld rod and
the inspector detected no problems when examining JCI portable
ovens.

,
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(18) Welders are arbitrarily rejected for root concavity condition
- during qualification - The inspector reviewed ASME Section III

and IX. He determined that welder qualification tests can be
terminated by the supervisor if the welder demonstrates an
inability to complete the weld. JCI has provided guidance that
up to 1/32 inch root concavity is allowed provided that the

* crown reinforcement is adequately built up. This item is
resolved as the ASME code provides for in process termination of.

a welder qualification test and JCI has quantitative guidance
regarding acceptable root concavity conditions.

(19) Lack of QC knowledge - The inspector reviewed JCI procedure
QAS-203, " Training and Qualification of QA/QC Inspection and
Test Personnel." He reviewed SWEC Inspection Reports (irs)
M2J00203, M3J00004, and M3J00086. The irs indicate the compli-
ance of the JCI training program. The inspector reviewed the
JCI training matrix and associated tests for QA/QC personnel.
He was informed thet QC inspectors have been trained to the JCI
site specification in addition to the JCI procedures. SWEC has
monitored current JCI training sessions and found them to
properly indoctrinate the JCI personnel. This item is resolved
as JCI has implemented a formal training program and has
properly qualified the QC inspectors.

(20) JCI. site management was incompetent - The inspector reviewed the
JCI corporate job description for the positions of QA manager,
project superintendent, project engineer, project manager and
Level III inspector. He then reviewed Regulatory Guide 1.58 and
the FSAR Table 1.8. The JCI qualification requirements were
found to be consistent with the guiding regulatory requirements.
The inspector reviewed the resumes of the current JCI personel
in management positions. The personnel qualifications were
consistent with the corporate requirements. The inspector was
informed that a recent licensee assessment of the JCI quality
program detected no adverse management problems. This item is
resolved as the current JCI management personnel display quali-
fications in accordance with necessary requirements.

While the twenty concerns transmitted by the alleger have been in-
dicated to be resolved, corrective actions are yet to be implemented
in response to licensee deficiency documents. In particular. item 3
continues to be a site problem. JCI is currently revising some
procedures to address the concerns noted, in particular for concerns
4,6,7 and 13. While a number of the concerns could have been valid
at the time the alleger was on-site, sufficient actions have been
instituted such that recurrence of the problem was not detected by
the inspector. This item is closed based upon the satisfactory
resolution or nonvalidity of the concerns identified.

4

5
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4. Allegations-

During the inspection period the inspector _ conducted inspections and in-
' terviews in response to allegations presented to the NRC, additionally the

inspector monitored licensee actions resulting from the presentation of '

selected issues to the licensee as noted below~:
,

? (RI-84-A-0156) The NRC received an allegation which stated that QA leada.
! auditors had been improperly certified. The allegation also stated
; that' improper interpretations had been made regarding the substitu-

tion of surveillance for audits during.the certification _ process.;

; The inspector reviewed the following:
'

ANSI N45.2.23, " Qualification of Quality Assurance Program--

Audit Personnel for Nuclear Power Plants"*

ANSI N45.2.10, " Quality Assurance Terms and Definitions"--

ANSI N45.2.12, " Requirements for Auditing of Quality--

Assurance Programs for Nuclear Power Plants"
F
'

Regulatory Guides 1.144 and 1.146--

FSAR Table 1.8--

E

NMPC QAP 18.01 Rev 3, " Qualification of Auditors and Lead--

! Auditors"

| The inspector was informed that two NMPC audits had previously identified
deficiencies with the lead auditor certification process.

:

i The inspector reviewed NMPC letter QA841582. The letter stated that-
surveillances conducted at Units 1 and 2 fulfilled the ANSI requirement

'

for involvement in quality assurance audits prior to_ certification as a
lead auditor. ' The inspector discussed with the NMPC Director of QA, the -

! _ difference between a formal audit and surveillance as performed at Unit-2.
He then was presented with NMPC letter QA841595 which rescinded the
guidance promulgated via the earlier. letter. Revision 4-of QAP-18.01 has

: - since beenLissued. The QAP currently states that credit can be taken for
L ~ surveillance conduct only if.the surveillance was conducted in the same

fashion as a. formal programmatic audit. The current QAP is consistent
;- with the intent of ANSI N45.2.23.
i

.The inspector reviewed the qualification-packages for all current NMPC.QA
~~

lead auditors.' Numerous concerns were_ identified, namely:
,

;. -annual evaluations performed at greater taan 12 month
; Lintervals
' -typographical errors

points awarded not substantiated by length _of service.i:

:

| ..
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.

-lea'd auditor performed his own annual evaluation

; - -one of five audits required for certification performed more
! , than three years prior to certification
.

The licensee was presented with the above concerns and. acknowledged.the.

; : deficient certifications. The licensee has developed a corrective action
,

*

; plan to review the lead auditor certifications for compliance to the ANSI
'

N45.2.23 and any audit. led by an auditor with an invalid certification '

- will be evaluated for validity. The concerns regarding the lead auditor
'

. certification problems are unresolved pending. completion of the NMPC QA
review. The inspector notes that this issue was originally identified by
the licensee within NMPC QA. Audit No. 4 which generated Nonconforraance

'
Report (NR) No. 36. The inspector.has requested _ licensee clarification as
to the extended period of elapsed time since the issuance of NR36 to the.

implementation of the corrective action plan. (84-15-02).

No violations were identified.

5. Electrical Raceway and Cable Separation
.

L The inspector reviewed the following documents that describe regulatory'
requirements and licensee committments in the area of electrical separa- ~

tion:

;. Regulatory Guide 1.75 " Physical Independence of Electric--

Systems"

IEEE 384-1975, " Criteria for' Separation of Class IE Equipment--

and Circuits" ~

;
!

FSAR-Sections 1.8 and 8.3---

' . He then reviewed the site procedures and documents that implemented the
separation. criteria for electrical equipment and provide for QC inspec-

-

tion:<

|j - E&DCR F01619
'

SWEC Inspection System Handbook----

;-

|
'

. Construction Site-Instruction (CSI) 9.6, " Documentation--

; - and Control of Cable Separation Conditions and Installation
of Cable and Raceway Separation Barriers"

' Specification'E061A--

p

} - - SWEC QA Inspection Plans
!^

The inspector ascertained that some minor inconsistencies _were apparent
|- .between the FSAR description in.section 8.3.1.3 and E&DCR F01619. He was

presented with-LDCN 1358 which rectified all but one of the inspector's.
I:
I.
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questions. SWEC engineering generated LDCN 1395 to amend the FSAR to the
current electrical design criteria EDC-5. The inspector was informed that
EDC-5 was revised without performing a review of FSAR information such
that inconsistencies are identified and corrected. Pending licensee
review of EDC-5 versus the FSAR contents for accuracy, this concern is
unresolved. (84-15-03).

The inspector reviewed SWEC QC inspection Reports which defer separation
inspection until a barrier is installed at a future date. He reviewed the
various status logs that document the inspection of cables and raceways.
E&DCR F01619 directed that QC re-inspect installed and inspected raceway
to the new criteria. The inspection system handbook and other SWEC QA
procedures did not appear to adequately proceduralize the methodology used
by QC to status and defer inspection activity. The licensee was apprised
of the inspectors questions and immediately issued Corrective Action
Requests (CARS) 84.146 and 84.147. This item will be re-examined upon the
-satisfactory resolution of the licensee CARS issued as noted above.
(84-15-04).

6. Quality First Program

The licensee has recently instituted a program to encourage site employees
to report quality concerns. Several means are available for employees to
transmit these concerns via termination interviews, walk in interviews,
toll free telephone line,-by mail, or through the site telephone system.
The licensee has established _a staff of approximately ten individuals to
interview, investigate, and report to management on the results of
following up on employee concerns.

The inspector reviewed the following:

Project Guideline 91, " Quality Performance Management Program--

Implementation"

QAP-16.70, " Quality First Program"--

-- QA Instructions 16.70-01, " Quality First Program Instructions"
and 16.70-02, " Transmitting Concerns to Cognizant Organizations"

The inspector discussed the program implementation with the Quality First
Manager. The inspector ascertained that the program will provide a timely
opportunity to surface site employee quality concerns and to provide
licensee attention to those concerns. The inspector has no further
questions at this time regarding the Quality First Program.

7. Diesel Generator Modification

The High Pressure Core Spray (HPCS) diesel generator turbo charger was
replaced. The inspector reviewed the documents that pertain to the turbo
charger replacement:
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GE specification 23A1287, " Turbocharger Replacement for the--

HPCS Diesel Engine"

GE Field Disposition Instruction (FDI) TYZP--

Rework Control Form - M087--

GE Product Quality Certification for heavy duty turbocharger--

serial 84-E3-1031

E&DCRs F01779 and F01771--

-- SWEC inspection reports M4023112 and M4023201

FDI-TYZP provided detailed instructions for the turbo charger replacement.
The required rework control form was generated. SWEC QC performed a
pre-installation verification inspection and was present during the
replacement process. The inspector confirmed that the diesel modification
was carried out under the appropriate controlled programs. He has no
further questions.

8. Licensee Issued Corrective Action Requests

The inspector reviewed QAP-19.03 " Corrective Action Requests." A
Corrective Action Request (CAR) is generated to document programmatic
deficiencies. A Stop Further Processing (SFP) CAR is issued to halt work

p activities. The inspector reviewed the following NMPC generated CARS:

CAR Number SFP
84.46
84.51 Yes (SWEC low hydrogen electrode

welding)
84.59 Yes (RCI welding documentation),

84.60
84.61
84.68
84.77
84.78
84.79
84.80
84.81
84.82
84.83
84.84
84.85
84.86
84.87
84.98

_ - _ _ - _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _
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84.99
84.100
84.103
84.104
84.106
84.112 Yes (RCI RPV base material removal)
84,113

84.121
'84,122

84.123
84.124
84.125
84.126 Yes (ITT fabrication of Category I

threaded rod)
84.127
84.128
84.129
84.130

The inspector has two unresolved concerns that were identified during the
review of the CAR deficiencies and contractor responses to the CARS. A
number of CARS _were issued to document that FSAR commitments to Regulatory
Guides and industry codes or standards have not been fully implemented by
site contractors. The inspector has a concern that site specifications
have not appropriately translated FSAR' commitments to the subcontractors.
This concern is unresolved pending the conduct of 2dditional licensee
audits to assure compliance to the FSAR. (84-15-05). The inspector
observed that RCI work efforts were identified to be deficient by a number
of the CARS. The inspector reviewed RCI QA responses to the identified
deficiencies. The inspector found the RCI proposed corrective actions-to
be inadequate with regards to timelit.est, scope of corrective action and
resolution of root causes. The licensee has initiated steps to enhance
the RCI-QA organization through management and contractual changes. The
apparent lack of- RCI-QA responsiveness -is unresolved and will be re-evalu-
ated by the NRC to verify that the li4ensee initiated enhancements are
effective (84-15-06).

No violations were identified.

9. Containment Penetrations

The inspector reviewed the following regulatory requirements and
licensee commitments relative to containment penetrations:

-- Regulatory Guides 1.11, " Instrument Lines Penetrating Primary
Reactor Containment"; 1.63, " Electric Penetration Assemblies in
Containment Structures for Light Water Cooled Nuclear Power Plants";
1.141, " Containment Isolation Provisions for Fluid Systems"; 1.19,
" Nondestructive Examination of Primary Containment Liner Welds

i .
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-- FSAR Sections 3.8.1 and 6.2.4

He examined SWEC specifications for the design and erection of pen 6tration
assemblies.

-- P2838, " Shop Fabrication and Field Erection of Primary
Containment Steel Liner Plate and Reactor Pedestal, Concrete
Insulation Floor and Drywell Floor Liners"

-- P2838.200, " Design Specification for Hatches and Air Locks"

-- P2838.300, " Design Specification for Primary Containment
Piping Penetrations Electrical Penetrations, Control Rod Drive and
Instrument Penetrations"

a. The inspector reviewed applicable design criteria for the
suppression chamber temperature monitoring penetrations:

-- SWEC drawing EV-1Z-4

-- Graver drawings NL 10093 and NL10094

He examined penetration Z354 and~found the leak chase to be
installed in a configuration unlike the design detail. SWEC
engineering was apprised of the. situation and generated a
Nonconformance and Disposition (N&D) report. The installed
condition was found to be acceptable. The inspector has no
further' questions.

b. The inspector reviewed SWEC drawing EV-39A which' depicted the
control rod drive removal hatch. He examinea the installed hatch
and found that vendor supplied 3/4 inch diameter swing bolts were
missing. The inspector requested the licensee to identify the
location of the missing hardware and to provide evidence that the
disassembly of the hatch was conducted under the auspices of a
controlled program. Pending licensee investigation, this item is
unresolved (84-15-07)

c. The inspector reviewed the following engineering drawings which
illustrate the suppression pool access hatches:

-- SWEC drawing EV-40A-4

-- W.J. Wooley drawings 32165 and 32087

He then examined the installed hatches and identified further
examples in which 3/4 inch diameter swing bolts are missing. The
licensee was requested to investigate this item of concern in con-
junction *,ith the unresolved condition identified in 9.b. above.

_
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The inspector reviewed the following inspection records related
to the suppression pool hatches:

-- SWEC IR N2P283B005, W9015612>

-- Certificates of conformance for ASME SA194 Gr7 Nuts; ASME
SA193 GrB7 1 inch diameter pins; and SA193 GrB7 swing bolts

-- Chicago Bridge and Iron (CB&I) inspection records for wcid
joints 32087 and 32165

The inspector observed that within FQC document transmittal 04-00161
that two dissimilar copies of IR N2P28380005 existed. The inspection
reports were signed, dated and numbered in an identical fashion but
different sets of inspection attributes were recorded. This item is
unresolved pending licensee investigation to determine the validity
of the inspection records and to ascertain if they were generated in
accordance with the Inspection System Handbook (84-15-08).

The inspector examined CB&I liquid penetrant (PT) inspection Reports
3-10, 3-6, 3-1 and 3-2. The inspections and evaluations were per-
formed by a Level I Nondestructive Examination (NDE) technician. He
reviewed the guiding documents for certification of NDE personnel:

-- Regulatory Guides 1.58 and 1.19

-- ANSI N45.2.6

-- PSAR D.3.10 and PSAR exhibit D.5-6,

-- SWEC QAD 9.31 and 2.5

-- CB&I QA Manual

-- ASME Interpretation III-1-77-127
i

-- SNT-TC-1A 1968 and 1975 versions

The PSAR commits the site to the 1968 version of SNT-TC-1A, but
the SWEC QA procedures have been based upon the 1975-version. The
inspector noted several differences between the two versions with
respect to experience / education levels required for certification.
The PSAR exhibit D.5-6 implies that all site NDE activity will be
performed in accordance with SWEC corporate procedures. SWEC QAD
2.5 prohibits a Level I individual from determining the acceptance
o rejection of a product, yet the CB&I QA manual allows for Level
I PT technicians to perform weld examination. This item is
unresolved pending licensee determination of which.SNT-TC-1A
edition will guide site NDE activities and further NRC inspection
to ascertain the appropriateness of NDE Level I personnel
examining weldments (84-15-09).
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d. The inspector reviewed the following design documents-

-- W.J. Woolley drawings 32102

-- SWEC drawing EV-60A-5

He examined the installation of the primary containment escape hatch
relative to the above drawings. The inspector identified missing
components namely the outboard side handwheel and a pressure gauge
indicator. The licensee was requested to investigate this item'of
concern in conjunction with the unresolved condition identified in
9.b above.

10. Unresolved Items

Unresolved items are matters for which more information is required in
order to ascertain whether they are acceptable items, or violations or
deviations. Unresolved items disclosed during the inspection are discussed
in paragraphs 4a, 5, 8, 9b, 9c and 9d.

11. Management Meetings

At periodic intervals during the course of this inspection, meetings were
held with senior plant management to discuss the scope and findings of
this inspection. Apparent violations of NRC requirements were discussed
with licensee plant management during an exit meeting held on November 2,
1984. Based on the NRC Region I review of this report, and discussions
with licensee representatives on November 2, 1984, it was determined that
this report does not contain information subject to 10 CFR 2.790
restrictions.

m


